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Need Statement 
 
Document  CCDA 

ACMEco manufactures equipment for Oil and Gas drilling.  The materials used (steel) in the 
manufacturing process have a large amount of testing data associated with each Lot 
Number that need to be tracked from purchasing through to distribution. 
 
In some cases ACMEco acts only as a broker and never takes possession of the inventory, 
so they need to be able to record the material information for Lots that do not exist in 
inventory. 
 
Conceptually the Lot Attributes window in Dynamics GP performS the correct function (in 
terms of tracking information), but needs to be expanded to track many more pieces of data.  
Additionally, some fields are calculated based on the input in other fields. 
 
ACMEco also needs to perform queries in Sales on the data to locate Lots of material that 
have particular characteristics. 
 
ACMEco sometimes needs to record supplementary test information for a specific 
customer’s order (large amount of free notes). 
 
Lastly, ACMEco needs to generate a report that shows all of the material information 
associated with the Lot when the product is sold.  There is a specific format for this Material 
Test Report (Certificate of Analysis).    
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Design Features 
 

Overview 
CCDA 

 
The proposed design is to create a module that provides the ability to record a large number 
of attributes attached to each lot number.  The fields are drawn from the sample report (see 
Appedix). 
 

 
 
The screen capture above shows the Lot Attribute Entry window for a Lot Category called 
METAL  which is attached to an item called RDBR001.   Dynamics GP provides 3 string 
fields where the user can define the “label” for the field, and 2 date fields.  In this case 2 of 
the 3 string fields have user-defined labels “Length” and “Ductility”.  This information follows 
the lot number throughout the system, from PO receipts, to inventory transfer, to use in 
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manufacturing. 
 
The window above provides a conceptual model for how Material Attributes will work. 
 
The proposed design will create a new window, Material Attribute Entry, that includes all of 
the required fields (see Standard Attributes table definition below).   
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Material Attribute Entry 
CCDA 

 
The Material Attribute Entry (MAE) window will be accessible from Cards >> Inventory >> 
Material Attributes.  It will provide a method for adding/editing Material Attributes for any Lot 
Number in the system. 
 
This is a hard-coded approach that will provide a new table with a one column to store each 
of the additional required fields.  The MAE window will also be hard-coded to display the 
required fields.  The approach provides the most direct and cost effective method of storing, 
retrieving, and reporting on the required data.  Since ACMEco’s business model is well 
established, there is not a high rate of change to this information, so the risk of a hard-coded 
approach is relatively low.  The potential downside to this method is that it does not provide 
an easy way to add a new field in the future.  A future change would require additional 
custom coding to add a new field to the window, and alteration of the database table. 
 
Lot attributes are normally editable only during a transaction (such as PO Receiving or an 
Inventory Adjustment or Transfer).  To provide the ability to add/edit attributes at any time, 
the MAE window will be accessible from Cards >> Inventory >> Material Attributes.  Material 
Attributes can only be maintained on an Lot Number that exists in the Inventory module.  In 
other words, a PO Receipt must be posted so that the lots being received are posted into 
inventory.  At that time the Lot Number will be available to the MAE window. 
 
The Material Attribute Entry window will track Standard Attributes and Supplementary Tests.  
The Standard Attributes have been taken from the sample report (see Appendix), and will be 
the same for each Lot.  Supplementary Tests are extra tests requested by the customer and 
are linked to a sales transaction.  The system will support the ability to record an unlimited 
number of Supplementary Tests. 
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The Supplementary Test Entry window will be available from the Material Attribute Entry 
window.  It will have a lookup to allow linking the Supplementary Test to a sales transaction.  
For any sales transaction, an unlimited number of Supplementary Tests can be attached.  
Each test will consist of: 

- Test ID: a string field providing a short identifier for the test 
- Description: a long string field providing a description of the test 
- Result: a long string field to record or describe the result 
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Table Definitions  

 
Stardard Attributes 

Column Name Datatype 

Item Number String 

Lot Number String 

DimStandard (Dimensions Standard) String 
Material String 

CPct Numeric 

SiPct Numeric 

MnPct Numeric 

SPct Numeric 

PPct Numeric 

CrPct Numeric 

NiPct Numeric 

MoPct Numeric 

TiPct Numeric 

CuPct Numeric 

VPct Numeric 

NbPct Numeric 

NPct Numeric 
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AlPct Numeric 

CEPct Numeric 

YP (Yield Point) Numeric 

TS (Tensile Strength) Numeric 

Elong (Elongation) Numeric 

Hard (Hardness) Numeric 

BT (Bend Test) Numeric 

FT (Flattening Test) Numeric 

ImpactType (Impact Test Type) String 

ImpactC (Degrees C) Numeric 

Impact1 (Test 1) Numeric 

Impact2 Numeric 

Impact3 Numeric 

S –  Numeric 

W –  Numeric 

X –  Numeric 

MatStd (Material Standard) String 

HeatTreat (Heat Treatment) String 

NoteIndex Integer – links to Dynamics GP Notes so 
large text notes can be attached to a Lot 

  

 
 
 
Supplementary Tests 

Column Name Datatype 

Item Number String 

Lot Number String 

SOP Type Integer 

SOP Number String 

TestID String 

Description String 

Result String 
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Material Attribute Inquiry 
CCDA 

 
Material Attribute Inquiry (MAI) is a view-only version of the MAE window.  In windows 
where you can normally view, but not create new, lot numbers, you will have access to the 
MAI window to view lot number attributes.  The Lot Attributes are normally accessible by 
clicking an expansion button.  The MAI window will open instead of Lot Attribute Inquiry. 
 
MAI will also be available from Inquiry >> Inventory >> Material Attribute Inquiry. 
 
MAI is a copy of the MAE window with all fields locked so they are display only. 
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Material Attribute Query 
CCDA 

 
The Material Attribute Query (MAQ) window will allow the user to see all attributes for all 
available lots for a selected item number. 

 
 
The list view can be sorted by clicking any column.  This will allow the user to quickly 
locate a lot with a given property.  Or when sorted by Lot Number, the user can quickly 
scroll through available lots to compare attributes between lots. 
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Material Test Report 
CCDA 

 
When a Sales Order is printed, ACMEco needs to have the Material Test Report print for the 
items on the sales document.  See the Appendix for an example of this report. 
 
The report will print automatically along with the other Sales documents (such as the sales 
order or picking ticket), and will also be available from an Extras menu so that it can be 
reprinted.   
 
The report will also be available for historical (posted) documents when viewed in the Sales 
Transaction Inquiry window.   
 
The report will be a Dynamics GP report (vs. Crystal or other external reporting tool). 
 
The report will be tied into the Sales Transaction Entry window and pull information, such as 
Item Numbers, and Serial Numbers from the displayed sales transaction.  To build the report 
the modification will: 

- find which serial or lot numbered items were selected to fulfill the line.   
- If the item does not have a Bill of Materials, it is assumed to be a “resale” item that 

was not manufactured by ACMEco.  In this case the software should be able to 
trace the Lot Number to a Mill Test. 

- If the item has a Bill of Materials, the following steps will be taken to locate the Mill 
Test for the raw material: 

o look in manufacturing to find which manufacturing order produced the serial 
number 

o look in manufacturing to find which raw material steel was issued to the 
manufacturing order (the raw steel in lot tracked) 

 
It is assumed that one report format will be sufficient to meet all reporting needs.  If alternate 
report formats are needed for different materials it may significantly affect the estimation. 
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Sales Serial/Lot Entry 
CCDA 

 
In some cases ACMEco acts as a broker.  They need the ability to record lot numbers for 
material they will not have in inventory, so that they can then record the Mill Test data for 
that material. 
 
A new window, Sales Serial/Lot Entry, will allow recording of Lot Numbers of Serial 
Numbers for a line item in Sales Transaction Entry, even though the item is not serial or lot 
tracked.   Specifically, Buffalo Flange will use “service” type items when they act as a 
broker. 
 

 
This window will be accessed when Sales Transaction Entry is open from an Extras menu. 
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Assumptions/Requirements 
 

1. All material that needs to have associated test data must be set up as Lot Tracked 
2. The lot tracked items can have any Lot Category.  All of the lot attributes will be 

tracked in a new table, so no labels need be created on the Lot Category. 
3. Manufacturing is being used to create finished goods from lot numbered raw steel 

inventory. 
4. All raw material that has test data is lot numbered 
5. During production the Manufacturing Serial-Lot Link window will be used to link 

materials on every manufacturing order.  This link will be critical for the Material Test 
Report’s ability to locate test data for raw materials used in the finished item.  
NOTE: the lot attributes (test data) do not automatically transfer from a raw material 
item to the finished good item.  We will require that when manufacturing is used, the 
user will create the linking so that the software can trace back from a finished item 
to the Mill Test of the raw material used to make the finished item. 

6. Report Format: we will create a report similar in format to the sample report.  
Supplementary Tests will be reported as an attachment sheet with the main report. 

7. When ACMEco acts as a broker, there will be Item Number in Dynamics GP with an 
Item Type of Service.  This will allow Sales to use a “real” item, but not need to have 
On Hand Inventory. 
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